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Abstract: Although artificial intelligence technologies have provided valuable insights into the
advertising industry, more comprehensive studies that properly examine the applications of AI
in advertising using scientometric network analysis are needed. Using publications from journals
indexed in the Web of Science, we seek to analyze the emergence of AI through the examination of
keyword co-occurrences and co-authorship. Our goal is to identify essential concepts and influential
research that have significantly impacted the advertising business. The findings highlight noteworthy
patterns, indicating the growing importance of machine learning tools and techniques such as deep
learning, and advanced natural language processing methods like word2vec, GANs, and others, as
well as their societal impacts as they continue to define the future of advertising practices.

Keywords: generative AI advertising; artificial intelligence advertising; machine learning advertising;
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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged as a disruptive force, driven by rapid technolog-
ical advancements that harness sophisticated computing capabilities, intricate algorithms,
and vast datasets. This enables machines to replicate human cognitive and emotional
functions, autonomously performing tasks like problem-solving and reasoning [1]. The pro-
gression of AI has been a transformative force across various industries, including finance,
healthcare, manufacturing, marketing, and more [2]. Through the lens of advertising, its
progression was accelerated by dynamic shifts in advertising strategies, fundamentally
transforming how brands interact with their target audiences. Today, advertisers lever-
age AI to craft personalized experiences, target specific demographics, and make quicker
decisions [3]. The integration of AI into advertising represents a paradigmatic shift in
contemporary marketing strategies.

One prominent aspect of AI in Industry 4.0 are generative models. These models
foster real-time communication across equipment, software, and human operators, offer-
ing manufacturers immediate insight into key production processes [4]. One example is
Generative Artificial Intelligence, commonly known as “Generative AI”. It was introduced
decades ago, but it is only in recent years that it has evolved rapidly. Much of the current
discourse revolves around large language models and image-generation models, where
these tools allow users to create articulate-sounding texts and compelling images using
an English-language prompt which helps users generate content. This, however, is just
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one facet of the broader scope of Generative AI [5]. Today, it holds the potential to revo-
lutionize how brands connect with their audiences, ushering in new advertising avenues.
Generative AI utilizes extensive datasets comprising images, text, or other forms of data to
generate fresh iterations of text, visuals, or predicted data at the user’s request. The field
of computer science propelling Generative AI is experiencing rapid evolution, witnessing
monthly breakthroughs [6]. In 2023, reputable sources including CNBC [7], Forbes [8],
LinkedIn [9], and Google Blogs [10] attested to the monumental impact of Generative AI on
the advertising industry. It was said that artificial intelligence advertising spending across
the globe in 2022 was estimated at $370 billion, together with predictions of $1.3 trillion in
the next decade [11]. This burgeoning technology has revolutionized advertising endeavors,
from the precision of targeted ads to the potential for dynamic content creation and even
the nuanced analysis of images and videos for marketing purposes.

Despite the undeniable influence of AI, foundational research on its emergence and
trajectory, especially with respect to the generative models intertwined in advertising, is
conspicuously sparse. This study aims to bridge this gap by providing a comprehensive
review of the evolution of AI in advertising, culminating in the latest innovation of genera-
tive models. Through this research, we seek to offer valuable insights into the trajectory
of this transformative technology within the advertising domain, thereby empowering
businesses, and marketers to navigate this dynamic landscape with informed strategies
and tactics. The research focus on the following questions:

• RQ1 Thematic Trends and Techniques: What are the prominent themes and subtopics
within artificial intelligence in advertising, with a specific focus on emerging trends
and the application of Generative AI techniques?

• RQ2 National Trends and Generative AI: What role do national trends in AI advertising
research play in understanding the adoption and use of Generative AI techniques?

Our investigation delves into several key thematic pillars, including the strategic
use of machine learning algorithms, the evolving role of social media platforms, and the
intricacies of natural language processing. Within the domain of Generative AI, we aim to
illuminate the rising prominence of specific architectures, such as image and text recogni-
tion models [12], while also uncovering and analyzing novel approaches in this rapidly
evolving field. Recognizing the inherently global nature of AI research and its application
in advertising, we move beyond individual publications to analyze the landscape through
the lens of international collaboration. By scrutinizing co-authorship patterns, we seek to
identify leading nations actively contributing to this field.

However, while there is existing research on the different aspects of AI in advertising,
a comprehensive understanding of how Generative AI integrates into this landscape,
particularly focusing on the emergence of novel architectures and their thematic trends, is
missing. This lack of holistic analysis hinders informed decision-making for people who
are navigating the dynamic world of AI-driven advertising. Addressing this gap, our study
offers a comprehensive analysis of Generative AI in the evolving AI advertising landscape,
empowering people to make informed decisions and strategies.

2. Literature Review
2.1. AI Applications in Advertising

AI has transformed the advertising industry through various means. It harnesses
the ability of data-driven decision-making and processing [13], and more. One notable
technique is machine learning, which is the technique behind enhanced targeting accuracy
as it can predict the most relevant advertisements for audiences rooted in pre-existing or
contextual user data [14]. For example, the media streaming service Netflix employs a
machine learning algorithm to curate customized content recommendations from viewers’
past viewing habits and preferences [15]. Natural language processing (NLP) is a technique
that empowers computers to comprehend and process human language. It analyzes and
comprehends human language [16]. Within advertising, NLP is used in applications for sen-
timent analysis; these provide brands with invaluable insights concerning perception and
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enhanced customer feedback. For example, KLM (airline) programmed a chatbot to deal
with customer queries [17]. Image recognition expands the capabilities of artificial intelli-
gence to data visualization; it enables the identification of scenes and objects in images. It
can support out-of-home (OOH) advertising agencies in acquiring maximum reach for their
businesses by optimizing the panel’s geospatial positioning following the detected traffic
in the pedestrian area and optimizing the advertising content flashed on panels, as well as
the response of people when they view it [18]. Predictive analysis, another advertising tech-
nique, provides better recommendations to users that allow them to maximize the value of
the services and products presented to them, which results in a high-value proposition and
customer satisfaction [19]. Unilever uses this technique through their app, “Flower”, which
uses AI to generate a human-like profile that can interact with users on social media plat-
forms [20]. Following this, recommender systems, a cornerstone of AI-powered advertising
known by many today, analyzes audience behavior to offer customized suggestions to
enhance user experience and drive engagement. This is most prominent in e-commerce as
it greatly benefits from applying informatics through this technique [21]. The culmination
of deep learning further elevates the capabilities of artificial intelligence, specifically in
image and speech recognition tasks. This technique is utilized across many social network
platforms. Today, deep learning covers almost all techniques, from image classification to
object detection, which can inform targeted advertising strategies [22]. Examples of this are
Deep Mind, Wolfram Alpha, and Aysadi [23].

The Content Generation that generative models facilitate enables advertisers to craft
compelling ad copies, blog posts, and social media content. For example, ChatGPT can
generate content production through the help of deep learning to create more diverse forms
of content that are provided in real time [24]. All these techniques collectively represent the
arsenal of artificial intelligence tools that advertisers of all walks leverage to engage with
audiences in more efficient, impactful, and personalized ways.

2.2. Opportunities of Innovation in Advertising: Generative Artificial Intelligence

Generative artificial intelligence (Generative AI) stands as a pivotal advancement in
machine learning, with contributions from various techniques such as general adversarial
networks (GANs) [25], variational autoencoders (VAEs) [26], and diffusion models [27].
The idea behind Generative Diffusion Models (GDMs) stands out as it takes inspiration
from thermodynamic diffusion processes, forging distinctive connections with score-based
models [28] and stochastic differential equations [29]. As a subset within the category of
diffusion models, GDMs demonstrate a unique method of data generation and highlight
the outstanding capability to model intricate data distributions [30].

On another note, VAEs contribute significantly to the landscape of Generative AI.
Utilizing an encoder–decoder architecture, VAEs comprehend the underlying distribution
of the input data and create new samples [31]. This technique has paved the way for
Generative AI in various fields, including art, entertainment, design, and scientific research,
positioning VAEs as a cornerstone in artificial intelligence.

The versatility and potency of GDMs are evident in their widespread adoption and
application across various domains, particularly in AI-generated content (AIGC) realms.
An illustrative example is stable diffusion [32]. It is an image generation application based
on diffusion models, with an impressive daily user base exceeding 10 million, highlighting
the practicality and widespread popularity of GDMs. In computer vision (CV), GDMs
like Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DDPM) and Denoising Diffusion Implicit
Models (DDIM) contribute to generating high-quality images from noise [33]. Moreover,
GDMs have been employed in tasks related to text generation, improving the control
and coherence of the generated textual content. In the realm of audio, GDMs have been
utilized for the generation of symbolic music and the conversion of text to speech [34].
Outside conventional fields, GDMs have demonstrated notable progress in generating
graphs, creating molecular and material structures, and synthesizing tabular data for
electrocardiogram signal synthesis [35].
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The unique advantages of GDMs over other Gen AI methods contribute to their
widespread adoption. Notably, GDMs exhibit high-quality data generation ability, flexibil-
ity, and simplicity of implementation. These characteristics amplify the versatility of GDMs,
positioning them as a significant player in the landscape of Generative AI. Including GDMs
and acknowledging VAEs in the discussion enriches the narrative, providing advertisers
with a comprehensive suite of tools for tailored and compelling content creation strategies.
This diversity redefines the landscape of audience interaction and brand communication,
marking a transformative chapter in the evolving field of Generative AI.

2.3. Recent Intersections of Artificial Intelligence and Advertising

Artificial intelligence (AI) has ushered in a new era of innovation within the advertis-
ing landscape, offering various applications and tools that redefine personalization, content
creation, and campaign optimization. The transformative technology is exemplified by
creations like OpenAI’s GPT-3 which was introduced by U.S. Research Institute [36], show-
casing the potential of Generative AI in dynamically tailoring content to suit individual
preferences, thereby augmenting user engagement, ad creative development, and driving
conversion rates [37]. Another noteworthy example is DALL-E, a creation by OpenAI, and
Midjourney by Mid Journey Inc., both of which are generative models capable of creating
novel images from textual descriptions. These developments underscore the remarkable
intersection and power of artificial intelligence and generative models in generating new
and unique content, enhancing personalization, and revolutionizing advertising practices
by leveraging neural networks and other machine learning methods [38]. The intersection
is apparent but further study is needed to understand the prominent relationship of the
two entities with the generative model sitting at the center of it.

3. Methodology

To systematically map the knowledge domain of Generative AI in advertising, we
propose a multidimensional analytical framework grounded in scientometric network
analysis. This framework, visualized in Figure 1, leverages the complementary strengths of
co-occurrences and co-authorship network analyses to examine the intricate relationships
between AI, advertising, and the generative model to give distinct perspectives: (1) Topic
Analysis, which delves into the prominent themes and subtopics that characterize the
current landscape of AI in advertising, with a particular focus on emerging trends and the
application of Generative AI techniques. (2) Emerging Trends, which shed light on the
cutting-edge advancements and innovations shaping the field of AI in advertising. Through
dynamic analysis of keyword co-occurrence patterns over time, we can pinpoint the latest
developments and research frontiers, providing valuable insights into the evolving nature
of Generative AI applications. (3) Geographical trends, which acknowledge the growing
importance of national contexts in AI research. By examining co-authorship, networks, and
publication patters across different countries, we can discern how country-specific trends
influence the adoption and use of Generative AI techniques. (4) Technological Trends and
Application Domains, which explore the interplay between various AI technologies and
their potential application in diverse advertising domains. By analyzing the co-occurrence
of keywords alongside technological advancements, we can map the evolving technological
landscape and identify promising application areas for Generative AI. Lastly, (5) Trajectory
of Generative AI in advertising, which offers a diachronic analysis of the field’s devel-
opment, tracing the historical emergence and evolution of Generative AI in advertising
research. Through the combined analysis of co-citation and co-authorship networks, we
can identify seminal publications, influential scholars, and critical turning points that have
shaped the field’s trajectory.
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This multidimensional framework transcends the limitations of prior studies by of-
fering a holistic examination of the knowledge domain surrounding Generative AI in
advertising. By integrating diverse analytical perspectives, it empowers researchers to
navigate the intricate network of relationships between AI, advertising, and generative
models, ultimately yielding a comprehensive understanding of this dynamic and rapidly
evolving field.

3.1. Data Collection and Pre-Processing
Preparation of Search Query

We first identified keywords related to our theme through Orange Data Mining 3.36.2’s
text mining, a renowned software suite proficient in data exploration and machine learning.
Its expertise in this domain facilitated the construction of a precise search string. Notably,
its Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling algorithm [39] helped us uncover
relevant keywords related to our topic, like machine learning algorithms and Generative
AI models, and their interrelationships. This insightful exploration was further enhanced
by extensive data visualization capabilities, including word clouds and network graphs,
enabling us to visually identify patterns and connections between keywords. Additionally,
Orange’s Python scripting capabilities allowed us to customize the analysis and tailor it to
our specific needs. This comprehensive approach led to the refinement of the search string,
filtering out irrelevant noise and ensuring the inclusion of data directly pertinent to our
research questions. This safeguarded the precision of our subsequent analysis, laying a
strong foundation for our research journey.

We captured the word frequencies using Orange Data Mining’s Word Cloud Widget,
offering a captivating and informative representation of the corpus. It enabled us to quickly
identify high-frequency terms, potentially representing central themes or concepts within
our research domain. It also provided valuable insights into the relative importance of
different terms within the data, allowing us to prioritize specific keywords for further
exploration. Moreover, the visual nature of the Word Cloud facilitated the identification
of potentially related terms or clusters, offering glimpses into the conceptual landscape
surrounding our research topic, which gave us additional knowledge before delving deeper
into our research. You may see Figure 2 for a visual view of the process.
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Delving into the emotional undercurrents of our data was crucial during pre-processing.
We opted for the lexicon-based sentiment analysis tool Vader [40] embedded within Orange
Data Mining. This strategic choice aligned perfectly with our need to decipher the nuanced
emotional tones surrounding Generative AI advertising, a field where targeted emotional
appeals reign supreme. By leveraging the vastness of Wikipedia as our data source, we
gained access to a rich tapestry of public discussions and insights. Wikipedia’s open-source
nature not only fostered transparency but also upheld the principles of reproducible re-
search by facilitating a smooth replication of the process. Vader’s strengths proved perfectly
suited for our analysis: (1) Lexicon-based approach: armed with a pre-built dictionary
of sentiment-laden words, Vader excels at navigating the informal language and slang
prevalent in online discussions [41]. (2) Neutrality recognition: unlike binary tools, Vader
identifies neutral language alongside positive and negative sentiments, providing a granu-
lar understanding of public opinion. (3) Emotional intensity analysis: Vader delves beyond
mere sentiment classification, allowing us to gauge the strength of the emotions expressed.
This enriched our analysis and yielded valuable insights into the emotional resonance
associated with Generative AI advertising.

Applying Vader to our Wikipedia data unlocked a deeper understanding of both key
themes and public opinions surrounding this emerging technology. This rich understanding
proved invaluable in shaping our keyword selection, ensuring that our research captured
the full spectrum of public perception, both positive and negative.
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Figure 3 presents the word cloud generated from the “Generative Artificial Intelligence
Advertising” search term within Orange Data Mining. It reveals a cluster of significant
terms related to the technical underpinnings of the field, including “data”, “algorithms”,
“intelligence”, “machine learning”, “GANs”, “training data”, and more. This prominence
highlights the crucial role of technology and data in understanding and analyzing Gen-
erative AI advertising. These identified terms should serve as foundational elements
for further data collection and exploration using VOS Viewer, ensuring a focused and
relevant analysis.
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Following the data shown in Figure 4, data collection commenced. The focus was on
papers published in the Web of Science, one of the two reputable platforms for scholarly
publications, citation data, and bibliometric information accessed through Clarivate [42].
This platform is widely recognized for its comprehensive coverage of academic literature.
YeungNam University’s Institutional access was utilized to gather specific data related to
the search topic. To refine the search, precise search strings were employed.

During the initial attempt at data collection, approximately 11,169 datasets were
gathered using the search string” Generative AI Advertising”, along with related keywords
drawn from pertinent journals and the Orange Data Mining word cloud. This sample
was presented as part of a class session on Big Data Analysis at YeungNam University on
6 October 2023 in front of an audience of 20 students. However, it became evident that
specific keywords, such as “General Adversarial Networks” and “GANs”, led to results
beyond the scope of advertising. Park advised using keywords that are more common
to the audience because these models might also be used in different industries and are
too specific. Hence, keywords and journals from other industries were present. This
necessitated a re-evaluation of the keywords to align them more closely with the intended
research focus.
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With that, a refined search query was prepared: Generative AI Advertising (Title) or
Generative AI Advertising (Abstract) or Synthetic Media Advertising (Title) or Synthetic
Media Advertising (Abstract) or Machine Learning Advertising (Title) or Machine Learning
Advertising (Abstract) or Artificial Intelligence Advertising (Title) or Artificial Intelligence
Advertising (Abstract) or Generative Artificial Intelligence Advertising (Title) or Generative
Artificial Intelligence Advertising (Abstract) or Artificial Intelligence Digital Advertising
(Abstract) or Artificial Intelligence Digital Advertising (Title) or Programmatic Advertising
(Title) or Programmatic Advertising (Abstract) or AI Creative Advertising (Title) or AI
Creative Advertising (Abstract) or AI Online Advertising (Title) or AI Online Advertising
(Abstract) or AI Social Media Advertising (Title) or AI Social Media Advertising (Abstract)
or Artificial Intelligence Social Media Advertising (Title) or Artificial Intelligence Social
Media Advertising (Abstract) or AI Generated Ads (Title) or AI Generated Ads (Abstract)
or Generative AI Mobile Advertising (Title) or Generative AI Mobile Advertising (Abstract)
or Generative AI Advertisements (Title) or Generative AI Advertisements (Abstract) or
Machine Learning Social Media (Title) or Machine Learning Social Media (Abstract) or AI
Deep Learning Advertising (Title) or AI Deep Learning Advertising (Abstract) or Machine
Learning Mobile Advertising (Title) or Machine Learning Mobile Advertising (Abstract) or
Machine Learning Advertisements (Title) or Machine Learning Advertisements (Abstract)
or AI Powered Advertising (Title) or AI Powered Advertising (Abstract) or Automated
Content Advertising (Title) or Automated Content Advertising (Abstract) or Artificial
Intelligence Ads (Title) or Artificial Intelligence Ads (Abstract) or Generative AI Social
Media (Title) or Generative AI Social Media (Abstract) or Creative AI (Title) or Creative
AI (Abstract) or Machine Learning Ads (Title) or Machine Learning Ads (Abstract) or
Synthetic Ads (Title) or Synthetic Ads (Abstract) or Synthetic Advertising (Title) or Synthetic
Advertising (Abstract) or AI Targeted Advertising (Abstract) or AI Targeted Advertising
(Title) or AI Content Creation (Title) or AI Content Creation (Abstract) or AI in Digital
Advertising (Title) or AI in Digital Advertising (Abstract) or Smart Advertising with AI
(Title) or Smart Advertising with AI (Abstract) or Personalized Ads with AI (Title) or
Personalized Ads with AI (Abstract) or Ad Creatives with Machine Learning (Title) or Ad
Creatives with Machine Learning (Abstract) or Artificial Intelligence Video Advertising
(Abstract) or Neural Network Advertising (Title) or Neural Network Advertising (Abstract)
or AI Advertising Tools (Title) or AI Advertising Tools (Abstract) or Generative AI Fake
News (Title) or Generative AI Fake News (Abstract) and 2024 or 2023 or 2022 or 2021 or
2020 or 2019 or 2018 or 2017 or 2016 or 2015 or 2014 or 2013 or 2012 or 2011 or 2010 or 2009
or 2008 or 2007 or 2006 or 2005 or 2004 or 2003 or 2002 or 2001 or 2000 or 1999 or 1998
or 1997 or 1996 or 1995 or 1994 or 1993 or 1992 or 1991 or 1990 (Publication Years) and
English (Languages).

The refined search string encompassed specific terms related to Generative AI advertis-
ing, resulting in a revised dataset of 6591 documents for analysis. To ensure comprehensive
coverage, the search also considered various publication years, ranging from 1990 to 2024,
and included documents in the English language. Additionally, filters (criteria used to
exclude or include specific types of documents) and parameters (specific conditions set
for the search) were applied to enhance the accuracy of the results. The focus on titles and
abstracts ensured a concentrated source of relevant keywords, vital for data analysis. This
approach minimized noise from unrelated documents while providing high-level insights.
The data extraction process was executed in batches, considering the Web of Science’s
limitation to 1000 documents per batch. Full records were extracted in TXT file format to
facilitate thorough analysis, ensuring comprehensive coverage of pertinent categories.

3.2. AI in Advertising Network Analysis

Network analysis, a technique that unveils hidden relationships within complex data,
has become an essential tool in exploring the intricate landscape of advertising [43,44]. It
goes beyond studying isolated elements by revealing patterns and identifying influential
players driving the field’s evolution [45,46]. We utilized two unique network analysis
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tools—VOSviewer and NodeXL Pro—to acknowledge its potential. These tools allowed us
to delve into the interconnected landscape of AI in advertising, providing valuable insights
into its evolution and key players.

However, applying network analysis to our large-scale qualitative data posed chal-
lenges due to the inherent complexities of such datasets [47]. To overcome these challenges,
we leveraged VOS Viewer 1.16.20 and its sophisticated network analysis functionalities,
such as algorithm visualization, including word (keywords and terms) co-occurrences and
co-authorships [48]. This allowed us to unveil the subtle nuances within our data, making
VOSviewer a crucial ally.

At its core, a network is a structure consisting of nodes (representing key elements like
concepts, authors, or publications) and the connections (edges) between them, enabling
researchers to visualize and analyze them [49]. VOSviewer’s diverse visualizations, such
as network and overlay (entity connections) and density (connection compactness), were
instrumental in helping us visualize these intricate relationships. We employed binary
(presence/absence of connections) and full counting (frequency of connections) methods
for a more nuanced understanding. In the case of co-authorship analysis, the full counting
method considers the number of collaborations between authors, reflecting the quantitative
aspects of their relationship strength. Additionally, a thesaurus ensured accuracy by
incorporating synonyms.

Once the network structure is estimated, a graphical representation emerges, unveiling
the intricate web of relationships between nodes. This visual map becomes a powerful
tool for researchers, opening doors to a deeper understanding of the network’s properties.
Measures like centrality, revealing key influencers and power dynamics, shed light on
the most prominent actors shaping the advertising research landscape. Degree centrality,
for instance, quantifies the number of connections a node possesses, offering a quanti-
tative indicator of its influence within the network. Furthermore, clustering techniques
pinpoint cohesive groups or communities of nodes, each sharing thematic threads or closely
intertwined research interests [50]. Hierarchical clustering progressively groups nodes
based on their similarities, building a multi-layered map of thematic clusters within the
wider network.

Network analysis empowers researchers to gain deep insights into the advertising
landscape, fostering informed advancements in the dynamic field [51]. It allows them to
identify key trends, influential players, and the field’s ongoing evolution to aid its progress.
To further delve into the network structure and actor influence, we complemented VOS
Viewer with NodeXL Pro, another powerful network analysis tool.

NodeXL Pro, a paid service, enables full-scale social network and content analysis of
network data. It calculates advanced metrics such as centralities (degree, betweenness, and
closeness) and layouts, and automates tasks. This makes it popular among researchers,
students, and professionals in various fields like sociology, communication studies, political
science, health, business, and marketing [52]. NodeXL Pro helps users explore network
structures, identify key nodes and clusters, and uncover patterns of interaction and influ-
ence among network actors, which can pinpoint the key players and institutions shaping
the field of Generative AI advertising. This combined approach with VOS Viewer and
NodeXL Pro enabled a robust and comprehensive exploration of the interconnected land-
scape within the Generative AI in advertising, revealing valuable insights into its evolution
and key players.

4. Results and Analyzation
4.1. Identifying Trends and Techniques: Word (Keywords and Terms) Co-Occurrence Analysis
4.1.1. Investigating Terms Patterns

Keywords and term co-occurrences are utilized in identifying trends and techniques.
Terms are focused on words or phrases in the text, potentially including more general
vocabulary not indicative of a specific topic. Keywords often refer to words or phrases
specifically relevant to the topic or domain of interest, carrying a more thematic significance.
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Combining both approaches provides a holistic perspective. This way, we can glean the big
picture from the broader term analysis while simultaneously getting a focused exploration
of specific thematic keywords.

Our investigation into the core themes and concepts governing AI in advertising
begins with a meticulous analysis of node relationships within the network structure.
Figure 5, a rich tapestry of 904 interconnected elements, unveils valuable insights into
this dynamic field. This initial exploration, focusing on network analysis and centrality
measures, lays the groundwork for understanding the fundamental building blocks of AI
advertising research.
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Leveraging the analytical prowess of Vos Viewer, we delve deeper into the network
using NodeXL Pro. This software empowers us to calculate crucial centrality metrics for
each node, revealing their significance within the larger network (See Table 1). Interestingly,
“learning” emerges as the undisputed champion in terms of degree centrality, highlighting
its pivotal role in this domain. This finding resonates with the very essence of artificial
intelligence, as discussed in the literature review—the ability to learn and adapt is ingrained
in the core functionality of AI [53]. “Learning” encompasses a multifaceted spectrum, from
acquiring knowledge and developing skills to organizing information and extracting new
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insights. Since the dawn of the computer age, integrating learning into machines has been
a constant pursuit, leading to the co-evolution of AI and machine learning.

Table 1. Co-occurrences of Terms (Binary)—Network Analysis Data.

Co-Occurrences of Terms Analysis

Centrality Link Strength Occurrences

Terms Degree Terms Betweenness Terms Closeness Terms Tie
Strength Terms Occurrences

learning 900 learning 3891.907 accuracy 0.997 learning 30,037 learning 2554
accuracy 887 dataset 3692.864 dataset 0.983 accuracy 19,563 accuracy 1550
dataset 886 accuracy 3678.043 text 0.982 dataset 18,453 dataset 1515

text 868 text 3407.614 twitter 0.963 sentiment 14,420 detection 1149
twitter 861 detection 3338.448 tweet 0.956 detection 13,900 sentiment 1104
tweet 856 twitter 3294.642 sentiment 0.951 text 13,842 text 1092

sentiment 856 tweet 3238.677 technology 0.951 twitter 13,241 twitter 1017
technology 854 technology 3230.757 detection 0.949 tweet 13,070 tweet 1002
detection 853 development 3226.166 development 0.948 classifier 10,790 technology 856

development 845 sentiment 3213.324 classifier 0.94 technology 10,587 classifier 832

Beyond degree centrality, we utilize betweenness centrality to identify critical “bridges”
connecting various themes and subtopics. Intriguingly, “learning”, “dataset”, and “ac-
curacy” emerge as key connectors, potentially revealing the foundational components
shaping the discourse in this domain. These central terms likely facilitate communication
and knowledge flow across different research dimensions, acting as crucial conduits for
information exchange.

Furthermore, closeness centrality paints a picture of interconnectedness by high-
lighting “accuracy”, “dataset”, and “text” as having strong associations with other key
terms. This suggests that these terms not only hold central positions within their immedi-
ate thematic clusters but also maintain close connections with other important concepts,
potentially serving as core components that contribute to a cohesive knowledge structure.

Finally, link strength analysis sheds light on the robust association between “learning”
and “accuracy”, further solidifying their potential foundational roles. Examining term
frequency reinforces this notion, with “learning”, “accuracy”, and “dataset” appearing
most frequently, solidifying their prevalence in the literature and their prominence in AI
research for advertising applications.

Our initial exploration through co-occurrences of terms (binary method) provided a
foundational understanding of key concepts in AI advertising research. To further refine
and expand on these insights, we delved into a full counting co-occurrence analysis using
VOS Viewer. This approach allowed us to capture the richness and interconnectedness
of term usage within the Web of Science dataset. After rigorous filtering and thesaurus
integration, we analyzed a substantial set of 1486 terms. The resulting network visualization
(Figure 6) unveils a captivating tapestry of 10 thematic clusters, intricately woven together
by 150,955 links and a total link strength of 772,553. This intricate tapestry underscores the
multifaceted and deeply interconnected nature of the AI advertising landscape.

Table 2 provides a deeper look into the network’s structural properties, revealing
valuable insights into the relative importance and interconnectedness of different terms.
The degree centrality metric, represented by the prominence of terms like “technology”,
“tweet”, and “knowledge”, highlights the pivotal role of technological advancements
and social media discourse in this interdisciplinary field. “Technology” emerges as the
undisputed leader, underscoring the fundamental importance of cutting-edge tools and
methodologies within AI advertising research. This finding aligns with the observed
emphasis on innovation and progress in this dynamic field.
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Table 2. Terms Network Analysis (Full Counting).

Centrality Link Strength Occurrences

Terms Degree Terms Betweenness Terms Closeness Terms Tie
Strength Terms Occurrences

technology 1162 technology 16,790.033 technology 0.867 tweet 46,375 tweet 2576

tweet 1156 tweet 15,333.087 tweet 0.864 coronavirus 30,215 sentiment 1651

knowledge 1104 role 14,404.801 knowledge 0.837 sentiment 28,546 sentiment
analysis 1555

post 1095 knowledge 14,330.311 post 0.832 sentiment
analysis 24,835 technology 1470

language 1094 post 13,968.271 language 0.832 technology 23,854 coronavirus 1334

role 1090 advertising 12,845.353 role 0.83 post 21,931 advertising 1327

media 1090 language 12,668.547 media 0.83 language 18,436 post 1286

sentiment 1075 media 12,404.62 sentiment 0.822 word 17,670 language 1227

sentiment
analysis 1050 advertisement 12,146.639 word 0.81 artificial in-

telligence 16,440 advertisement 1212

word 1050 sentiment 11,854.481 sentiment
analysis 0.81 advertising 16,191 artificial

intelligence 1123
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Furthermore, the prevalence of “tweet” and “sentiment” suggests a significant focus
on social media dynamics. This finding underscores the integral role of user-generated
content and sentiment analysis in understanding and shaping AI applications within the
advertising domain.

Closeness centrality further reinforces the significance of “technology” and “tweet”,
emphasizing their proximity to other terms within the network. This proximity signifies
their integral position as central hubs that facilitate efficient information flow and connec-
tivity. Additionally, the presence of “sentiment” and “word” highlights the interconnected
nature of language, sentiment analysis, and word usage, suggesting a rich interplay of
linguistic elements within the AI landscape.

Analyzing tie strength, we observe the prominent connection between “tweet” and
“coronavirus”, underscoring the intersection between AI, social media, and real-world
events. The strength of ties in these areas suggests a heightened focus on leveraging AI for
analyzing sentiments, opinions, and information dissemination, particularly in the context
of significant global events like the COVID-19 pandemic. This aligns with the observed
trend of utilizing AI for social good and tackling real-world challenges. Furthermore, the
substantial tie strength associated with “sentiment analysis” and “technology” further
emphasizes the synergy between linguistic analysis and technological advancements. This
suggests a landscape where AI is harnessed for understanding and interpreting user
sentiments in various applications.

Finally, the total link strength, representing the cumulative strength of connections
between terms, coincides with the prominence of “tweet”, “sentiment”, and “technology”.
This cumulative strength underscores the collective influence and interdependence of these
terms, highlighting their integral role in shaping the discourse and directions within the AI
research landscape.

Examining occurrences, the frequency of “tweet” and “sentiment” indicates a sus-
tained scholarly interest in understanding and utilizing social media content for AI applica-
tions. The high occurrences of these terms suggest a continuous exploration of the role of
user-generated content and sentiment analysis in the development and implementation of
AI models. This aligns with the presenting influence of social media and the value of under-
standing user sentiment in advertising strategies. Furthermore, the consistent presence of
“advertising” and “artificial intelligence” in occurrences aligns with the overarching theme
of this study, emphasizing the persistent relevance of AI In advertising and the ongoing
exploration of its multifaceted applications.

The combined analysis of centrality, tie strength, and term occurrences within the
co-occurrence network paints a compelling picture of the interconnected and dynamic
landscape of AI advertising research. Technology, social media, sentiment analysis, and
advertising emerge as key interconnected elements, each playing a crucial role in shaping
the field’s trajectory. These findings not only enhance our understanding of the interdisci-
plinary nature of AI research but also provide valuable insights into the emerging frontiers
and potential applications of AI in the advertising domain.

4.1.2. Investigating Keyword Patterns

Following the terms analysis, we investigated the intricate network of the keywords
governing the landscape of AI advertising. In this analysis, we focused on the full counting
method to capture granular details of the strength and frequency in keyword relationships.
To ensure focused analysis, we implemented a minimum occurrence threshold of 5 and
excluded non-relevant health-related terms, resulting in a refined dataset of 984 keywords.
This meticulously pruned dataset then served as input for NodeXL Pro, where centrality
measures were calculated to identify pivotal keywords and their interconnectedness within
the network. By synergistically combining VOS viewer’s network analysis with NodeXL
Pro’s centrality calculations, we were able to achieve a comprehensive understanding of
the key thematic clusters and influential terms shaping the discourse in AI advertising
research. Network Visualization can be seen in Figure 7, below.
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Our exploration of keyword co-occurrences within the AI advertising research land-
scape paints a captivating picture of interconnected themes and prominent actors (See
Table 3). Unsurprisingly, machine learning reigns supreme, dominating centrality and oc-
currence metrics. This dominance underscores its foundational role as the very “backbone
of optimized computer programs powering advanced AI applications”, [54]. Its versatility
extends to the advertising realm, where it personalizes content, optimizes targeting, and en-
hances overall effectiveness [55]. Consider, for instance, how machine learning algorithms
can leverage vast amounts of social media data to tailor ads based on user demographics
and preferences, a prime example of its transformative impact.

Interestingly, social media and Twitter closely follow, signifying their increasing weight
within the research landscape. In this regard, while Twitter is a social media platform,
it is regarded as one big entity in this big data because of its undeniable power as a
communication platform. It has steadily ingrained itself within the fabric of daily life,
transcending geographical boundaries. This widespread adoption is reflected by the
impressive figures of 554.7 million active users globally, collectively generating 58 million
tweets daily [56]. The dynamic and real-time nature of these two aligns seamlessly with
the evolving advertising landscape, prompting researchers to explore the integration of
AI, particularly machine learning, for ad dissemination and audience engagement. For
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instance, AI-powered sentiment analysis tools can extract user opinions from social media
discussions, allowing advertisers to refine their message and connect with audiences on an
emotional level.

Table 3. Keyword Network Analysis.

Centrality Link Strength Documents

Keywords Degree Keywords Betweenness Keywords Closeness Keywords Tie Strength Keywords Occurrences

machine
learning 806 machine learning 60,748.198 machine

learning 0.891 machine
learning 6805 machine

learning 1644

social media 740 social media 43,256.645 social media 0.837 social media 5714 social media 1213

twitter 595 twitter 21,682.789 twitter 0.739 twitter 3445 sentiment
analysis 718

deep learning 527 deep learning 19,698.834 deep learning 0.701 sentiment
analysis 3144 twitter 686

sentiment
analysis 515 classification 16,078.697 sentiment

analysis 0.695 deep
learning 2509 deep

learning 593

classification 505 sentiment
analysis 15,862.208 classification 0.689 classification 2094 classification 444

big data 462 artificial
intelligence 13,931.537 big data 0.668

natural
language

processing
1899

natural
language

processing
425

artificial
intelligence 459 big data 11,645.331 artificial

intelligence 0.666 big data 1543 artificial
intelligence 397

natural
language

processing
425 model 10,273.965

natural
language

processing
0.65 artificial

intelligence 1412 big data 298

model 406 natural language
processing 10,023.799 model 0.641 COVID-19 1140 COVID-19 224

However, a comprehensive understanding necessitates acknowledging emerging
trends that might challenge the current dominance. While machine learning, social me-
dia, and sentiment analysis hold sway, we observe a growing interest in explainable AI
and ethical considerations within the field. Additionally, the inherent limitations of the
co-occurrence analysis, such as potential bias and the inability to capture causal relation-
ships, necessitate further investigation using qualitative or experimental methods for a
holistic perspective.

4.1.3. Identifying Themes and Concepts through Clustering

Our investigation into the ever-evolving landscape of AI in advertising utilizes a rig-
orous network analysis approach, examining co-occurrence patterns within a vast array of
terms and keywords. This meticulous exploration, involving three distinct analyses (binary
co-occurrence, term co-occurrence, and keyword co-occurrence), yields three prominent
thematic trends, painting a comprehensive picture of this dynamic field (refer to Table 4).

Firstly, “Implementation and Technical Aspects” align with the focus on emerging
trends, highlighting the intricate technical nature of AI’s integration into advertising prac-
tices. Themes like AI-powered ecosystems, misinformation detection, and deception
modeling offer specific insights into the inner workings of AI within this domain. Notably,
machine learning advancements play a pivotal role in this cluster, laying the groundwork
for understanding the multifaceted evolution of AI in advertising. Further solidifying this,
our co-occurrence analysis identified the largest and most relevant cluster, “AI-Enhanced
Advertising Ecosystem”. This cluster encapsulates the dynamic fusion of AI technolo-
gies with the intricate landscape of advertising practices. It incorporates cutting-edge AI
methodologies like learning algorithms and convolutional neural networks, signifying the
integration of machine learning and deep learning techniques, including the leveraging of
social network services [57].
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Table 4. AI Advertising Trends: Uncovering Themes Through Clustering.

Group 1: Co-Occurrences of Terms
(Binary Counting)

Group 2: Co-Occurrences of Terms
(Full Counting)

Group 3: Co-Occurrences of Keywords
(Full Counting)

AI-Enhanced Advertising Ecosystem
Holistic Examination of the

Interdisciplinary Landscape in AI
Research

AI Impact and Ethical Considerations
in Advertising

Enhanced Sentiment and Misinformation
Classification in social media

Multifaceted Analysis of the Societal
Impact of Social Media Data

Deep Learning in Advertising
and Information Retrieval

Comprehensive Exploration of Mental
Health and Societal Dynamics Advanced Techniques in Natural

Language Processing (NLP) and Machine
Learning

Social Media Impact on Mental Health
and Public Health Surveillance

Surveillance and Methodological Insights
in Health Communication

Machine Learning Applications
in Cybersecurity and Advertisement

Deception Detection and Computational
Modeling in NLP

AI-Powered Analysis of Online Content
and Social Dynamics

Deception Detection and
Computational Modeling in NLP

Music Consumption and Neuroscientific
Insights

Technological Advancements and Ethical
Considerations

Crisis Management and Data-Driven
Decision-Making

Knowledge and Social Impact in Tourism Predictive Modeling and
Algorithm Evaluation

Emerging Technologies and
Big Data Integration

AI’s Response to the Global Pandemic Knowledge Representation
and Analysis Methods

Predictive Analytics
and Personalization Strategies

Financial Impact and Social Awareness Neural Network Architecture and
Learning

Social Media Analysis and
Communication Dynamics

Appearance Business Intelligence and Consumer
Insights

Additionally, it delves into crucial ethical considerations with terms like “attack”,
“blockchain”, and “protection”. The multifaceted nature of this cluster extends to user-
centric elements, evident in terms like “customer”, “satisfaction”, and “recommender
system”, emphasizing AI’s role in tailoring advertising content to individual preferences.
Moreover, the cluster reflects the evolution of advertising strategies with terms like “com-
putational advertising”, “search advertising”, and “contextual advertising”, highlighting
the increasing role of AI in targeted and personalized advertising. Beyond traditional
boundaries, terms like “IoT”, “smart city”, and “autonomous vehicle” underscore the
pervasive influence of AI applications on shaping not only advertising ecosystems but also
the broader aspects of technology and society.

Furthermore, “Underlying Technologies and Methodologies” strengthens the analysis
by focusing on foundational techniques such as natural language processing (NLP) and
machine learning, particularly methods like deep learning, word2vec, and Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs). Examining these techniques is crucial for comprehending
the potential of Generative AI in future advertising practices. This cluster aligns seamlessly
with the focus on Generative AI by providing the necessary tools and methodologies.

Additionally, “Societal Impact” broadens the perspective by addressing the broader
social, ethical, and societal implications of AI advertising. Themes like mental health,
surveillance, including trust and privacy concerns [58], and knowledge-sharing empha-
size the crucial need for responsible innovation and ethical frameworks, especially when
considering the application of Generative AI. While not directly aligned with the focus
on emerging trends, this cluster offers a critical counterpoint, reminding us of the broader
impact of AI in advertising practices beyond purely technical considerations. This find-
ing is echoed in our network analysis, which revealed 12 distinct clusters, including “AI
Impact and Ethical Considerations in Advertising”, “Deep Learning in Advertising and
Information Retrieval”, and “Social Media Impact on Mental Health and Public Health
Surveillance”. These clusters encapsulate various thematic concentrations within the vast
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AI and advertising research landscape. By examining co-occurrences and clustering terms,
we gained valuable insights into prevalent topics, emerging trends, and the interplay be-
tween various concepts within this dynamic field. This combined approach of clustering
and co-occurrence analysis enhances our comprehension of the multidimensional facets
of research in AI advertising, providing a foundation for a more targeted and insightful
investigation into this ever-evolving domain.

In conclusion, our analysis reveals three key trends shaping the landscape of AI in
advertising: “Implementation and Technical Aspects”, “Underlying Technologies and
Methodologies”, and “Societal Impact”. Understanding these trends is crucial for navigat-
ing the complex and rapidly evolving world of AI-powered advertising.

4.1.4. Identifying Emerging Trends through Word Analysis

Following the concepts and themes, we now deconstruct the evolving landscape of
artificial intelligence (AI) in advertising, which necessitates a meticulous, multi-pronged
approach (See Table 5). This research employs a synergistic examination of three distinct
co-occurrence analyses conducted using Vos Viewer software, unveiling established themes,
emerging trends, and the captivating potential of Generative AI within this dynamic field.

Table 5. Evolution of Words (Keywords and Terms) Through Publication Years.

Terms
(Binary)

Publication
Year

Terms
(Full)

Publication
Year

Keyword
(Full)

Publication
Year

chatgpt 2022 tcim 2022 generative ai 2022

longitudinal 2022 neurosurgery awareness
month 2022 social media platforms 2022

bidirectional 2021 palliative care 2021 digital media 2022
generative ai 2021 indirect appeal 2021 accessibility 2022

preferred reporting item 2021 self-competence 2021 perspective 2022
bert 2021 cpss 2021 social media use 2022

explainability 2021 mgc 2021 inclusion 2022
knowledge graph 2021 ipv 2021 ai ethics 2022
count vectorizer 2021 common theme 2021 data classification 2022

technological advancement 2021 bpa 2021 theme 2022

Commencing with a granular perspective, the binary co-occurrence analysis of terms
acts as a compass, pinpointing potential future directions. Terms like “ChatGPT”, “bidi-
rectional”, and “generative AI” collectively indicate a fervent drive towards advancing
conversational AI, natural language understanding, and the creation of captivating con-
tent through AI. This discernible shift towards interactions exhibiting greater human-like
qualities and personalization powered by AI promises to shatter existing boundaries and
obfuscate the lines between human-generated and machine-generated content.

Expanding the lens, the co-occurrence analysis of terms unveils unique perspectives
from a broader vantage point. The recent emergence of “tcim” hints at a potentially fertile
area of burgeoning research interest, while “neurosurgery awareness month” suggests
intriguing evolving approaches in healthcare communication. Further investigation into
acronyms like “CPSS”, “MGC”, and “IPV” holds the potential to unearth previously undis-
covered research directions. Notably, the enduring presence of “indirect appeal” and
“self-competence” underscores the sustained focus on the psychological and persuasive di-
mensions of communication, a crucial element for comprehending advertising effectiveness.

Finally, the analysis using keyword co-occurrences with full counting illuminates
a vibrant and transformative landscape. Notably, “Generative AI” takes center stage,
reflecting the industry’s relentless pursuit of cutting-edge and impactful strategies through
the generation of sophisticated content. The burgeoning significance of “social media
platforms” and “digital media” emphasizes the strategic shift towards leveraging these
channels for broader reach, seamlessly aligning with contemporary consumer behavior
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and media consumption patterns. Furthermore, the prominent presence of “accessibility”,
“inclusion”, and “AI ethics” underscores a heightened awareness of the necessity for
responsible innovation and the creation of inclusive advertising content.

We opted for a multi-faceted approach as each employed analytical method possesses
distinct strengths. Full counting excels at revealing broader thematic trends, while term
analysis dives deep into specific concepts. Binary analysis, on the other hand, serves as a
potent tool for identifying potential future trajectories. By meticulously integrating these
multifaceted perspectives, this research paints a comprehensive portrait of the evolving tra-
jectory of AI in advertising, effectively highlighting the growing prominence of Generative
AI in shaping the field’s future.

4.2. Indentifying National Trends in Generative AI via Co-Authorship Analysis (Countries)

To offer a multifaceted understanding of the field, we proceeded with analyzing
co-authorship networks in countries. We explored global research collaboration in AI ad-
vertising by combining full/fractional counting with a 25-country limit. We pinpointed key
collaborations while avoiding dilution and a 5-document minimum focused on substantial
partnerships as we performed the analyzation. Through this combined analysis, we gained
valuable insights into how countries collaborate and lead research efforts in AD advertising.
We identified key players, investigated collaborative patterns, and ultimately charted the
global landscape of research in this dynamic field.

Analyzing co-authorship networks in AI advertising research, we employed both full
and fractional counting methods, revealing complementary perspectives on global collab-
orations. This approach emphasized the quality of collaborations, showcasing Chinese
Mainland and Hong Kong and Macao’s strong ties through their substantial strength ties,
particularly in collaboration with industry partners like Alibaba and Tencent, among others
(See Figures 8 and 9).

Interestingly, both methods consistently identified United States, England, and India
as leaders in collaborative research, demonstrating their extensive engagement (See Table 6).
However, the fractional counting method provided a more nuanced view, highlighting
Chinese Mainland and Hong Kong and Macao’s unique strength in building high-quality
collaborations, especially with industry partners where they transfer knowledge for busi-
ness application. This comparison underscores the value of using both methods; full
counting offers insight into the overall volume of collaboration, while fractional counting
sheds light on the quality and strength of collaborative ties. Ultimately, this multi-method
approach provides a deeper understanding of the dynamic and multifaceted landscape of
global research collaborations in AI advertising.

Table 6. Centrality and Publishing Activities in the Network (Full and Fractional Counting).

Full Counting

Countries/Regions Degree Betweenness Countries/Regions Closeness Countries/Regions Publications

USA 49 339.723 England 0.836 USA 1808

England 49 299.647 USA 0.824 England 479

India 45 227.772 India 0.782
Chinese Mainland
& Hong Kong &

Macao a
925

Chinese Mainland
& Hong Kong &

Macao
35 99.025

Chinese Mainland
& Hong Kong &

Macao
0.701 India 834

Germany 33 76.234 Germany 0.678 Germany 272
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Table 6. Cont.

Fractional Counting

Countries/Regions Degree Betweenness Countries/Regions Closeness Countries Publications

USA 58 383.8 USA 0.835 USA 1808

England 57 332.621 England 0.835
Chinese Mainland
& Hong Kong &

Macao
925

India 53 277.31 India 0.789 India 834

France 43 162.213 France 0.717 England 479

Chinese Mainland
& Hong Kong &

Macao
42 108.698

Chinese Mainland
& Hong Kong &

Macao
0.71 Germany 272
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Investigating the leadership of these countries, several factors contribute to the leader-
ship role in Generative AI for advertising. Firstly, substantial investments from both public
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and private sectors in these countries, like the USA, fuel extensive research and advanced
technology development. Secondly, top-tier research institutions concentrated in these
countries act as hubs for talented researchers, fostering crucial breakthrough and advance-
ments. Thirdly, a pool of skilled professionals in AI and related fields allows these nations
to undertake sophisticated research projects and drive innovation. Finally, global collabo-
ration and knowledge exchange through networks and partnerships between academics,
industries, and governments create a collaborative environment that accelerates progress.
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Leveraging these factors, leading countries like the USA and Chinese Mainland and
Hong Kong and Macao stay the forefront of Generative AI research, influencing the field’s
trajectory. Interestingly, our analysis suggests distinct collaboration patterns; For Chinese
Mainland and Hong Kong and Macao, collaborations often involve strong industry part-
nerships, particularly with leading e-commerce platforms like Alibaba and Tencent, among
others. This focus on industry-driven research translates into publications heavily oriented
towards computational machine learning. On another note, USA’s collaboration largely
occurs within the academic sphere, generating research and innovation publications. While
existing partnerships with companies like Facebook, Yahoo, and Microsoft exist, strength-
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ening collaborations with industries and government institutions could foster practical
applications and knowledge transfers.

5. Summary of Results

In summary, this study, conducted with the use of WoS data and employing methodolo-
gies such as co-occurrence analysis and co-authorship analysis, seeks to unveil key aspects
of research in the dynamic intersection of artificial intelligence and advertising. In this re-
search, we aimed to investigate the evolving relationship of advertising and AI through the
lens of generative models as we explored five critical dimensions, encompassing research
topics, emerging trends, geographical patterns, technological trends, and applications.
Through rigorous analysis, the study sheds light on the trajectory of Generative AI in
advertising, tracing its development from foundational AI concepts to advanced machine
learning techniques. We found that the trajectory of AI advertising is heavily anchored, but
not limited to, machine learning, especially in terms of deep learning, predictive modelling,
natural language processing (NLP), and techniques related to content recognition and
creation. The methodologies employed provide a comprehensive understanding of the
landscape, addressing overarching questions and contributing valuable insights to the
evolving field of artificial intelligence in advertising.

RQ1: Thematic Trends and Techniques in AI Advertising

Examining the thematic landscape and technical trends of AI in advertising reveals
a captivating interplay between foundational concepts and emerging areas. Keyword co-
occurrence analysis and pattern recognition, as captured by our multidimensional analytical
framework grounded in scientometric network analysis (see Figure 1), unveils an array of
key terms and keywords, like machine learning, sentiment analysis, predictive modelling,
deep learning, error detection, natural language processing, and more. These words
perfectly coincide with our three key trends, themes, and concepts: Implementation and
Technical Aspects, focusing on the intricacies of AI integration; Underlying Technologies
and Methodologies, highlighting foundational techniques like NLP and machine learning;
and Societal Impact, emphasizing ethical considerations and broader social implications.
Understanding these interconnected trends is crucial for navigating the evolving landscape
of AI advertising responsibly and ensuring its positive impact on society.

The landscape does not remain static. Emerging trends like deep learning techniques,
evidenced by terms like “BERT”, “CNNs”, “LSTM”, “word2vec”, and “real-time systems”,
signify a shift towards more sophisticated approaches, including advanced language
modelling (e.g., word2vec). Notably, Generative AI models remain an exciting new frontier,
actively explored and applied across diverse models, techniques, and tools, as revealed by
our framework’s “topic analysis” and “Generative AI adoption” dimensions.

RQ2: National Trends and Generative AI

While the global landscape of AI advertising research reveals a strong collaborative
spirit with diverse contributions, delving deeper unveils intriguing national trends impact-
ing Generative AI adoption. Notably, although the USA maintains its position as a leading
contributor, Chinese Mainland and Hong Kong and Macao present a unique pattern. Their
higher centrality within the network suggests not only active research but also robust
internal collaboration and knowledge exchange. Furthermore, Chinese research exhibits
a distinct focus on “computational advertising”, likely propelled by partnerships with
industry giants like Alibaba and Tencent. This points towards a strong industry-driven
approach leveraging Generative AI for potential economic growth, suggesting a possible
link between national trends and adoption rates.

However, a holistic understanding requires a nuanced perspective. While Chinese
Mainland and Hong Kong and Macao offer a potential model for industry-driven adoption,
other approaches hold equal merit. For instance, the USA, despite significant collaborations,
prioritizes diverse areas like ethical considerations and evolutionary studies, leading to
a broader, albeit potentially slower, commercialization of Generative AI across various
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sectors. Additionally, India and England also contribute significantly, highlighting a
globally distributed effort with potentially diverse motivations and outcomes.

Therefore, understanding national trends within AI advertising research offers valu-
able context for comprehending Generative AI adoption patterns. Chinese Mainland and
Hong Kong and Macao’s case demonstrates a model for industry-driven adoption, but
broader societal considerations, emphasized by the USA’s research focus, are equally impor-
tant. Further research exploring these connections and their impact on the global evolution
of Generative AI is crucial to gain a comprehensive understanding of the complex interplay
between national trends and technological adoption.

Zooming in on Generative AI adoption, deep learning techniques like GANs, CNNs,
LSTMs, BERT, and word2vec play a prominent role, facilitating content generation and
analysis, as identified by our framework’s “Technological Trends and Application Do-
mains” dimension. The application domains span various areas like content creation,
sentiment analysis, and personalized marketing, showcasing the broad reach and potential
of Generative AI techniques.

In conclusion, AI advertising research exhibits a vibrant tapestry of themes, with a
growing focus on advanced deep learning and Generative AI techniques. Collaborative
efforts across nations shape the adoption and use of these techniques, ultimately paving
the way for innovative and impactful advertising strategies. This progress is significantly
illuminated by our multidimensional analytical framework (see Figure 1), which transcends
the limitations of prior studies by offering a holistic examination of the knowledge domain
surrounding Generative AI in advertising. By integrating diverse analytical perspectives, it
empowers researchers to navigate the intricate network of relations between AI, advertising,
and generative models, ultimately yielding a comprehensive understanding of this dynamic
and rapidly evolving field.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The widespread adoption of artificial intelligence and machine learning is poised to
have a profound impact. This study has shed light on the significant themes and subtopics
within artificial intelligence in advertising, giving concreteness to this. This encompasses
fundamental aspects like “learning”, “neural networks”, and “data”, underscoring the
core of AI applications. Additionally, emerging trends indicate a surge in deep learning
techniques, signifying a pivotal shift towards more sophisticated approaches. Geographi-
cally, the USA, Chinese Mainland and Hong Kong and Macao, India, England, and other
countries mentioned above have made substantial contributions, highlighting a global col-
laborative strength in advancing research on AI in advertising. This collaborative strength
merits an opportunity to investigate the relationship and roles of university, industry, gov-
ernment, and possibly more, through the Triple Helix Model. Through this, we can identify
if there is presence of triple, quadruple, and n-tuple helix models, including sociological
theory of communication, which can be utilized to provide insights into the processes that
drive scientific and technological change [59].

Regarding technological trends and application domains, Generative AI, mainly
through deep learning techniques like GANs, CNNs, LSTM, BERT [60], and word2vec,
is pivotal in content generation and analysis across various facets of advertising. This is
because machine learning can learn complex patterns [61] and relationships when data is
provided, making it ideal for creating creative and realistic outputs. The developmental
trajectory of Generative AI in advertising showcases a progression from foundational
AI concepts towards advanced deep learning techniques, indicating a forward-looking
approach in advertising practices.

As AI and advertising intertwine through the transformative power of generative
models, future research must dissect the intricacies of this phenomenon. Deciphering how
consumers emotionally respond to AI-generated messaging, how their trust fluctuates
with varying degrees of realism, and how these dynamics evolve alongside technological
advancements are the keys to unlocking the true potential of this potent partnership. Just
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as businesses require new skills to navigate the ever-shifting digital landscape, so must we
equip ourselves with the tools to decode the complex interplay between AI, advertising,
and generative models within the human psyche [62]. The integration of artificial intelli-
gence into society will fundamentally reshape human-AI interactions, necessitating careful
consideration of the legal, ethical, and societal implications [63].

So, we must remain mindful of the potential pitfalls associated with centralized data
models, as highlighted by the recent Facebook data breach and concerns about “cultural
imperialism” in the hands of dominant platforms like GAFA [64]. This underscores the
urgency of exploring the potential of decentralized technologies within the AI advertising
landscape. Decoupling data ownership and control from centralized entities could offer
a promising path towards mitigating privacy risks, fostering a more equitable power
distribution, and ensuring culturally sensitive advertising practices in the AI era.

On another note, controlled experiments and surveys can play a crucial role in this
endeavor. Researchers can uncover nuanced patterns that inform more effective and emo-
tionally resonant strategies by meticulously measuring emotional responses, purchasing
intent, and user satisfaction in response to AI-driven advertising [65]. As Zarifis and Fu
highlight in their study on mobile app purchases, trust in AI-powered initiatives remains
complex and multifaceted [66]. Future research exploring trust across various digital out-
lets, particularly in regions with prominent AI adoption and emerging markets, holds
immense potential to inform ethical and effective advertising practices in the AI era.

A deep dive into the evolution of machine learning techniques and tools within adver-
tising is crucial, especially their trajectory and how they can work with individuals and
organizations for various opportunities. This aligns with Wheeler’s emphasis on translit-
eracy, the ability to navigate and utilize diverse platforms for content creation, collection,
sharing, and interaction [67]. In adapting to the changing landscape of academic publica-
tion, it becomes imperative to integrate these insights into a decentralized framework for
editorial, production, and readership functions [68].
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